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Abstracts — Concrete materials have been used to mold a lot of charming architectures, while the artistic expression of concrete has
converted it gradually from single structural material to the structural facing material. It can totally satisfy the spatial concept of
modernism from the inside out and achieve the simplicity in the appearance and detail structure. This paper emphatically probes
into the artistic expression of concrete itself so as to explore the artistic aesthetics and culture inheritance of concrete construction.
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I. DEVELOPMENT OF CONCRETE MATERIALS

TABLE I. EXAMPLES OF FOREIGN CONCRETE
CONSTRUCTION DEVELOPMENT

Concrete materials have been discussed in“Ten Books
on Architecture”[1] by Vitruvius. In the ancient Rome,
there has been natural concrete mixed with volcanic ash,
lime and sand. And in 1824, Joseph Aspdin from Leeds,
Britain proposed the patent of “Portland”cement, which
was considered as the beginning of concrete technology[2].
But the authentic concrete material is formed by mixing
cement, coarse and fine aggregate, and water.
A. Foreign Status Analysis
Concrete construction has a long history, and its
beginning can date back to western classical architectures
such as huge dome of the pantheon in ancient Rome; in
the modern time, rough concrete construction by Le
Corbusier was popular for some time, and under the
edification of him, there were many masterpieces on
concrete construction by famous masters such as
Louis.I.Kahn, KenzoTange and Ieoh Ming Pei etc.; in
1970s, concrete poet Tadao Ando used concrete to make
his own world label.

B. Chinese Status Analysis
Chinese concrete construction has entered the
developing period. There are few large concrete works in
China. Lenovo's R&D center is the first Chinese large
concrete constructional engineering. Exposed joint and
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natural fine joint of concrete facing and eyelets fixed by
bolts are combined with the extraction of traditional
elements of classical Chinese gardens to show the
emotional characteristics of solemnity and elegance,
which accords with gentle and restraining enterprise
temperaments of Lenovo; Shenzhen Vanke center
engineering is attaching a layer of nonopaque ground
glass outside the concrete core walls, which forms the
effect of “floating”. The construction which is built on
stilts by concrete pillars forms open area with good cross
ventilation and attractions.

Fair-faced Concrete
A. Fair-faced concrete
Fair-faced concrete is decorative concrete with
hardening and one-time casting molding after the
hydration of “cement paste” in a fluid state and water.
Fair-faced concrete wipes off the marks behind the
template and keeps in the surface, which has a flavor of
plain and natural appearance. Corbusier always
incorporated complex photochromic system in the
churches. And the walls of carrying on these lights mostly
are fair-faced concrete facing. The different grays
produced by shadow changes add the sacredness and
solemnness of the churches. The Saint Piérre Church at
Firminy is the posthumous work of Corbusier after his
death of 41 years. But the application of light, shadow,
sound and color, etc. in this church has reached the
extreme pole in the whole life of Corbusier[4].
B. Light Transmitting Concrete
Light transmitting concrete is the combination of
optical fiber and meticulous concrete. The fiber with
small size mixes in concrete like small pieces of
aggregate and forms new transmitting facing with
homogeneous inner structure and external surface[5].
When the thickness of light transmitting concrete reaches
to several meters, the glass-fiber still can make the light
transmit through the concrete facing. Furthermore,
inverted image and even color can be displayed clearly.
Stockholm used this concrete to make pedestrian crossing.
It has no difference with ordinary concrete in the morning,
while it transmits the light below the pedestrian crossing
in the night; for the World Expo in 2010, the Italy
Pavilion has been added glass fiber with various ratios to
make the light transmitting concrete facing produce
different transparency changes, which created dreamlike
color effect and decreased indoor illumination.
C. Color Concrete
Color concrete is concrete with various colors formed
by concrete, colored pigment, addictive or aggregate with
a certain ratio. It can be directly used for interior
decoration, mat formation and exterior facade, etc.. In
general, the color concrete can be classified into three
categories: white concrete,concrete with various grays
and colorful concrete, all of which can bring about
different spatial feelings.

TABLE II. EXAMPLES OF CHINESE CONCRETE
CONSTRUCTIONS

TABLE III. COLORS OF CONCRETE

II. NEW TECHNOLOGY OF CONCRETE MATERIAL

colors

Concrete is the general term that the aggregate is
cemented to the integral engineering composite by using
cementation material.To improve the property of concrete,
besides the coarse and fine aggregate, cement and water,
the modern concrete also includes the materials like
mineral admixtures and chemical admixtures, etc.[3].
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expressions

white

simple, clean and exquisite

gray tone

elegant, tranquil and solemn

colorized tone

enthusiastic and lively
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TABLE IV. CONCRETE MATERIALS

Fig.1 Marseille Apartments by Corbusier

III. RESEARCH ON ARTISTIC EXPRESSION OF
CONCRETE ONTOLOGY
A.

Plasticity and structural expression of concrete
The first we think about the plasticity of concrete is its
function in the building structural system. The initial
concrete member was buried under the various facings as
structure system. Marseille Apartments in the Corbusier’s
later period make us begin to recognize the structural
expression of concrete. The ceiling with galling material
and uprightly post of rough concrete facing make this
building bare in the sight of people as concrete sculpture.
The concrete column and the structure of thin lattice
shell vault in the Kimbell Art Museum by Louis Kahn
have a better reflection of plasticity and structural
expression of concrete. Its characteristic element is
concrete retancular circular arch. And each arch unit is
supported by four concrete columns with two feet squared.
There is concrete plate between two arches. The below is
ventilation duct and track light, and there is no
modification on the concrete facing.
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TABLE V. THE STRUCTURAL EXPRESSION OF CONCRETE

structures
frame-shear
wall

expressions

representatives

of

building

plane can be
freely decorated

John F. Kennedy Library

and practical
crematorium of

thin-shell

thin, portable

structure

and individual

cantilever

dynamic and

Florence Stadium:

structure

shocked

awning cantilever 24m

Cross-beam

strong sense

Italian air force hangar:

structure

of rhythm

No pillars support

Pull board
structure

good mechanical
property and
high stiffness

meditation: roof with
free tendency as wave;

Fig3. The Church of The Light by Tadao Ando

Valleaceron chapel:
sense of geometrical
sculpture is moulded by
origami techniques

B.

The concrete expression of form and space
Architecture is “place” formed by spatial construction
and should also be infused into the environment without
adding any modificatory concrete materials. The
architecture itself seemingly can purify the architectural
space and highlight the charm of architectural form
ontology. Tadao Ando made an ingenious combination
between exquisite concrete facing and natural elements
like light and water, etc. and established a new spatial
experience. The light from The Church of The Light
pours into the other side of concrete facing from the gap
between concrete walls with “十” ringent shape. This
form weakens the light but increases the sense of no
weight about the wall. It renders pure and pious spatial
quality of church[6]; one concrete frame has been
designed beside the church on the water and used to
accommodate the French glass walls after opening. And
after opening the glass, the relation between simple
concrete reneerer and nature becomes kind and happy
immediately[7]; the church with the wind uses colonnade
elements of “gallery with the wind” and plain concrete
facing to make dim and flickering light which has the
sacred sense of church.

Fig 4. The Church of The Light by Tadao Ando

Fig5. The Church of The Wind by Tadao Ando
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manifest its own abundant gray tone from dark gray as
stone or brick to pale gray as meta, with the the addition
of shadow changes of light and shade, to make concrete
facing abundant and meaningful. Beichuan meditation
park is a meaningful place. Black limestone aggregate is
added into the ordinary concrete to get the deeper
concrete walls, which corresponds with the gray concrete
walls. It guides people to step into the water droplets
square of center and forms quiet and peaceful
environment atmosphere.

TABLE VI. SPATIAL FORMS OF CONCRETE
Spatial
forms
open space
closed
space

expressions
infinite extension and the communication with
the external environment
strong privacy and memorable space

dynamic

the utilization of some elements to make space

space

dynamic

static space

the utilization of processing modes like symmetry
and vertical, etc. to make space quiet and stable

TABLE VII.TEXTURES OF CONCRETE

C.

Texture and Color Expression of Concrete
Concrete facing can make colorful textures. It can not
only be as heavy and plain as stone, but also have smooth
and exquisite surface. Different from Corbusier, Louis
Kahn pursued the smooth and delicate concrete facing.
Salk institute for Biological studies retains the covered
channel at the junction and circular holes reserved by
template mounting, but through the careful configuration,
the concrete facing is as smooth as marble.

textures

expressions

roughness

rough, rich in sculpture

smoothness

exquisite and gentle

:color

void-solid changing and lively

hollowed-out work, etc.

can enrich the concrete facing

TABLE VIII..COMBINATION OF CONCRETE WITH OTHER
MATERIALS
materials
glass
wood
stone
metal

expressions
lithe, transparent and easy to fuse into the
surrounding environment
warm, kind and comfortable
rough, dignified. The sacred atmosphere can be
created.
indifference, intelligence and modern sense

D. Combination of concrete with other materials
The concretes with abundant textures are also fit to
combine with other materials, which brings about
different spatial effects. Dutch Engel Architecten has a
cube of prefabricated concrete measuring just nine meters
on each side, which sits atop a horizontally clad
hardwood base with a narrow strip of glazing, therefore,
the concrete cube seems to hover slightly above it; The
Monastery of La Tourette by Corbusier is piled up by
concrete and glass irregularly. When the sunlight casts
into the monastery, people can realize the sanctity of light
and the charm of darkness instantly[9].

Fig6. Salk Institute for biological studies by Louis Kahn

Fig7. Beichuan meditation park

No matter they have color or not, they have their own
special emotion features. And no matter what color it is,
when its hue, lightness and purity produce different
matching relationships, its emotion feature will change
accordingly[8]. The spirit of concrete materials is to
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TABLE IX. THE ARTISTIC EXPRESSIONS OF CONCRETE
DERIVATIZATION
(THE PRODUCTS IN THE FIGURE ARE USED CONCRETE AS
MAIN MATERIALS)

Fig8. Engel Architecten

Fig 9. The Monastery of La Tourette by Corbusier

IV. RESEARCH ON THE CONCRETE INTERIOR
DECORATION INTEGRATION
Modern processing methods make concrete have not
only characteristics of toughness and durability, etc., but
the artistic expression of infinite derivatization. The
textures with different roughness or smoothness can be
made. And the concrete can be as exquisite as marble, or
as transparent as wafer, even giving people the visual
perception like cloth.

A. Concrete furniture
In the aspect of industrial design, there is no lack of
concrete products. For instance, the concrete stitched seat
is that the soft cement with soaked cloth hardens through
the hydration in the plastic mould, then the lightweight
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concrete cloth is made. After demolishing the mould, it
can still adjust the height and width, etc.. There are many
concrete furniture and products such as concrete
luminaires, coffee machines, accessories and USB flash
disks, etc.
TABLE X. CONCRETE FURNITURE AND PRODUCTS, ETC.

the ground. Besides, the interior and outdoor form
providential link. Furthermore, many simple and plain
interior design modes swarm into our lives such as
concrete dining room and living room, etc..

Fig10. Concrete Seamless Bathroom

Fig11. Living Room with Concrete Style

C. Interior Decoration With Concrete LOFT Style
LOFT are those with the advantage of story height,
which are changed and combined to make the tall spaces
with upper and lower floors or few interior walls to
partition according to the demands. LOFT has
characteristics of openness, mobility and artistry, etc..
LOFT apartment style has been gradually emerged in
1940s[10]. Hence, the interior decorations such as rough
post jamb, gray cement surface and naked reinforced
concrete, etc. become the fashionable LOFT life. Under
the influence of LOFT, concrete has been a new interior
facade decoration material which left out the complicated
ways to cover the concrete facade by other coating
materials and ceramic tiles, etc.. However, the abundant
textures of concrete have been directly naked, which has
gradually been a artistic style to manifest the beauties of
nature and simplicity.

B. Concrete integration of bathroom
Concrete seamless bathroom is a conceptual bathroom
designed by Art-Tic Workshop in Barcelona. And it has
the modern feeling as well as science and technology
feeling. This design has integrated with each appliance
and the sideward structure of floor and wall as if the
concrete ground and walls sent forth goods such as
bathtub, closestool, etc., which are echoed by the plants
in the interior and outdoor of bathroom which grew on
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Fig12 Interior Decoration with Concrete LOFT Style

V. CONCRETE RESIDENCE
A. Koshino House
Koshino House is a “mansion” project by Ando
designed for fashion designer Ms. Hiroko. Interior and
outside of the house takes fair-faced concrete as keynote
to make the space with a pure heart and few desires. The
height difference of two concrete boxes with various
heights have been applied. One part has been outdoor
living room as step-shaped terrace. After the completion
for three years, here the arc-shaped ray space has been
added [11]. The moonlight sprinkled on the exquisite wall
spaces, which aroused the soft side of concrete and made
people want to snuggle.

Fig14 Koshino House by Tadou Ando

B. House N
House N is a white concrete residence designed by Sou
Fujimoto. The architectural space used white concrete
shell to hitch three layers and formed gradation analogous
to the place with their spaced parts[12]. The outermost
layer isolates the noise of the outside, and naturally the
building corridor and small garden are between the
middle layer and innermost layer. So the innermost layer
is the living space. The layer upon layer of concrete has
the sense of security for living, while the white concrete
keynote brings about the comfortable and natural sense of
living.

Fig 13 Koshino House by Tadou Ando

Fig15 House-N by Sou Fujimoto
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Figure Fig 16 House-N by Sou Fujimoto
Fig18 Slit House by Lei Zhang

C. The slit house
The slit house is a private residence in Nanjing
designed by Lei Zhang. Its style is totally different with
the around houses in 1920s. Using concrete material to
substitute the gray brick manifests the architectural form
of Chinese localization. Concrete was poured from the
roof to wall space of this house and the retained template
trail formed specific textural effect. “Z”-shaped glass
structure seemed to make the house with the whole
concrete as rock slit, so it was called as “slit house”.
Meanwhile, the natural light can be irradiated in the
house, which creates an abstract housing form[13]. The
residence adopted inside-wall drainage technology
without any pipelines, which makes building facade be a
tidy and neat fair-faced concrete facing.

Detached house in outskirts has strong attraction for
the people in this era. While the concrete can be built in
any place. The free form of cast-in-place concrete
building can satisfy our demands to “ideal house”[14].
Many contemporary famous villas were one-time molded
from the inside out which took concrete as the main
material. There is only concrete in the structure and
remarkably smooth form of facing.
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